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ADAPTING TO MIDDLE EAST BUSINESS CULTURE  

TO EXPORT MORE EFFECTIVELY 

J ust in case anyone has missed it, the past 

few years have not been the best for the 

UK economy. The current and previous 

Governments have both stressed that one 

way to fuel the country out of the recession 

of the past five years is to improve export 

performance across the board and develop 

new markets for UK products. One company 

that has taken this very much to heart is 

Yorkshire-based Naylor Drainage Ltd which 

has been supplying clay drainage pipes  

internationally for many years. Recently the 

company was highlighted as one of the UK’s 

200 fastest growing exporters in the Sunday 

Times International Track 200 review.  

According to Edward Naylor, Managing 

Director of Naylor Drainage: “This has been achieved by focusing on fast growing economies,  

particularly in the southern hemisphere.” The attractiveness of Naylor’s offering overseas has been 

enhanced by the development of Denlok - a high-strength clay jacking pipe, which permits  

installation of vital infrastructure through trenchless methods with minimal surface disruption. 

Whilst success is now starting to show for the effort that has been put in by Naylor’s business  

development team, one aspect of the international sales process that is of particular interest is the 

flexibility which Naylor shown in tailoring its offering to specific market requirements. To optimise 

container loading, the company has manufactured non-standard length pipes and introduced a  

greater flexibility within logistics function, allowing it to pack smaller pipes inside larger diameter 

pipes. The most recent example of this adaptability was the approach which allowed Naylor to win 

two large projects that are currently underway in Saudi Arabia. 

 

WINNING PROJECTS 

Whilst Naylor Drainage has supplied pipes, particularly jacking pipes, to various markets in the 

Middle East, Saudi Arabia remained a country where the company had little success. Successful 

previous operations and existing contacts in the Middle East region however enabled Naylor to gain 

leads into proposed works at two new project sites: the Saudi capital city Riyadh and a second in the 

city of Buraidah. 

The project in Riyadh required the installation of some 6,000 m of DN700 x 2 metre long Denlok 

pipe. However not having worked in Saudi Arabia in recent times, Naylor had no operational base 

or product certification in the country; it therefore needed to enter the market as it were from 

scratch. Having completed a process of accreditation for both the projects and the company as a 

supplier (see later), Naylor was awarded the contract to supply Denlok jacking pipe to the Riyadh 

project despite stiff competition from other clay pipe manufacturers as well as concrete pipe  

suppliers.   

The negotiations for this project started in July 2012 between Naylor and Thurstboring  

Construction Company (TCC), which is part of the Tamimi Group Saudi Arabia, were successfully 

completed with the first pipe shipment being dispatched in May 2013. This initial shipment  

comprised 1,000 m out of a total of 6,000 m of DN 700 pipe and was supplied on time and to  

specification; to date some 700 m of this pipe is already in the ground. Naylor is now in the process 

of manufacturing the second phase. 

The second project was for pipe installation in the City of Buraidah. This project was for pipeline 

installation works as part of a drainage upgrading project in Buraidah, about 300 km northwest of 

Riyadh. Clay pipes were specified throughout, with engineers drawing on clay’s longevity for long 

term peace of mind.  

The area around Buraidah is one of religious importance with many holy places and sites, so both 

the local and National governments are very sensitive to excavation works for such projects. Further 

to this, a new ring road had recently been completed around the city and whilst the upgrading of the 

city’s drainage system could be completed using open cut techniques, these were not permissible 

where the new drainage system crossed the new ring road. This meant that trenchless installation for 

the road crossings were the only real option. 
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The main contractor for the  

drainage upgrade works is FEDAK 

International Contracting Company 

with the bore works being sub-

contracted; the project required 6,100 

m of pipes ranging in diameter from 

DN2 0 0  to  D N9 0 0 .  F ED AK  

approached  Arab ian Jacking  

Enterprises for Contracting and  

Trading Co (AJECT), a Dammam-

based contractor. On wining the  

contract AJECT needed to purchase 

new microtunnelling equipment for 

pipe diameters DN400 to DN900 and 

Bohrtec guided boring equipment for diameters DN200 to DN300. Some 50% of the pipe shipments 

were completed by Naylor in October 2013 as agreed by both parties.  

Both projects need a lubrication system so Naylor sought advice from a leading supplier and  

developed a method of drilling the pipe wall and fitting lubrication ports in diameters DN400 to 

DN900, also manhole connectors were designed to allow for any ground movement at the jacking 

and reception shafts following completion of the drives. 

From the description so far it might appear that achieving the contracts for these projects was 

somewhat straightforward. In fact this is far from the truth. In the UK/European markets where the 

Naylor name is well-known and the product specifications are well-established, project negotiations 

would normally be completed in a matter of months at the most. This was not the case for the Saudi 

Arabian works. 

Having no precedent in the region meant that to get into the projects, Naylor had to provide  

technical submissions and send product for evaluation and auditing by the Saudi Arabia Ministry of 

Water and Electricity, which has responsibility for sewage operations in the country. The Denlok 

pipe had to undertake and successfully pass a series of stringent testing procedures before gaining 

the correct accreditation for use in the country. This process was ultimately successful. 

Despite having passed all the Government requirements including an evaluation of Naylor’s  

quality control system, further technical presentations and testing, further evaluation processes were 

required as Naylor had not previously worked with the contractors in question. These included site 

inspection visits by the contractors and Engineers from the KSA Ministry of Water and Electricity 

to carry out an audit process at Naylor’s UK manufacturing site at Cawthorne, Barnsley. Each party 

had to evaluate the capabilities of the others, to ensure that Naylor could supply the amounts it said 

it could to the specification required in the given time frame, a vital requirement given that the  

orders would be for over 12,000 m of pipe for the two contracts combined, and that the contractors 

could meet the installation requirements.  

This process was thought to be necessary because such a large scale of production comprised a 

significant part of Naylor’s capacity and Naylor had other project commitments to both domestic 

and other overseas clients.  

The new clients were ultimately reassured that detailed planning on Naylor’s part would ensure 

that no one project would be adversely impacted by production runs for any other. The Saudi clients 

left fully assured that they would get their pipe as required. 

This reassurance was underpinned by a partnership between Naylor and its US affiliate Can Clay. 

Whilst Naylor acted as the main supplier, Can Clay, manufacturing to the same standard and  

specification supported Naylor by manufacturing some of the larger diameter pipes for the project.   

In essence what all this means is that to achieve a new foothold in the Saudi Arabian market, the 

Naylor team has had to adapt the systems in place for most of its ‘usual markets’.  

These changes have accommodated cultural differences and varying working practices in a part of 

the world in which Naylor had no recent experience. They included not only meeting local  

accreditation requirements, but also working to different weekly patterns (the Saudi weekend is 

Thursday/Friday), accommodating differing work day schedules (because of the heat, work stops at 

1pm and restarts at 7 pm), and accommodating local religious festivals within the delivery  

programme. These complicated negotiations and supply, but Naylor’s determination to embrace and 

understand ‘new’ cultures and ways of working ended in the company achieving the desired  

outcome. 

The Naylor team is currently arranging further visits to the region with a view to looking at further 

potential work. Website: www.naylor.co.uk 
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HERRENKNECHT PIPE EXPRESS® WINS ‘IPLOCA  

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AWARD’  
O n  S e p t e m b e r  2 7 ,  2 0 1 3  

Herrenknecht received the ‘IPLOCA 

New Technologies Award’ 2013 for 

the newly developed semi-trenchless 

Pipe Express® method in Washington 

(DC), USA. Near-surface pipelines 

can be laid economically and in an 

environmentally-friendly manner with 

the Pipe Express® method. The  

IPLOCA (International Pipeline & 

Offshore Contractors Association), 

based in Geneva, Switzerland  

represents major companies in the 

onshore and offshore pipeline industry 

worldwide. Every two years, as part of 

its annual meeting, IPLOCA awards 

the IPLOCA Award for significant 

innovations in the pipeline industry, 

sponsored by BP. 

Doug Evans, President of the  

IPLOCA and CEO of Gulf Interstate 

Engineering, emphasised in his speech 

that Herrenknecht Pipe Express® can 

make a key contribution to environmental protection in pipeline projects. This aspect was decisive 

for the jury as protection of the environment is of major importance in the development of large-

scale projects. Ulrich Schaffhauser, Chairman of the Executive Board of the Business Unit Utility 

Tunnelling, received the award during the event. He thanked the IPLOCA President Doug Evans, 

John Attrill, Project General Manager of BP and the international experts. “We are very pleased 

with this recognition. We were already honoured once by IPLOCA with the Direct Pipe® technology 

in 2009. It fills us with pride that we were able to win this year against 18 competitors from around 

the world. It demonstrates the achievements and commitment of our engineers and project  

managers.” said Schaffhauser. 

Pipe Express® is an innovative mechanised method for the near-surface installation of pipelines. 

Pipelines of up to 2,000 m in length and with diameters of 900 to 1,500 m (36 in to 60 in) can thus 

be installed in a single-step procedure. A tunnel boring machine loosens the soil which is then  

directly conveyed aboveground using a milling unit that is carried along. At the same time, the  

pipeline is installed underground.  

The significantly narrower route enables the earthwork to be reduced to a minimum with this con-

struction method and no groundwater lowering is necessary. This means that Pipe Express® has a far 

lower impact on the environment compared with the conventional, open-cut construction method. 

The Herrenknecht Pipe Express® technology received a second award of great importance in a short 

period of time. Just six months ago, the technology was awarded the ‘bauma Innovation Award’ 

during the bauma 2013 in Munich, Germany. The development of Pipe Express® was funded by the 

Federal Ministry of Environment with the aim of developing a particularly environmentally-friendly 

and cost-efficient method for pipeline installation. 

The new technology has shown its usefulness already in the first projects. As a first reference  

project, the method demonstrated its efficiency in the construction of the ‘North-South Gas  

Pipeline’ in the Netherlands, where the technology achieved top tunnelling performances of up to 

1.20 m/min.  

Currently, the machine is in operation near Bangkok in Thailand for the ‘Fourth  

Transmission Pipeline’. Despite the monsoon season, the 42 in (1,060 mm) diameter gas pipeline is 

to be installed in several sections with overburdens of 1.2 to 2.3 m. With the heavy rainfall this 

could not be achieved efficiently using conventional construction methods with long and wide open 

construction pits. Website: www.herrenknecht.com 
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Herrenknecht Pipe Express® is awarded the ‘IPLOCA 

New Technologies Award 2013’. From left to right: 

Doug Evans, IPLOCA President and CEO of Gulf  

Interstate Engineering, Ulrich Schaffhauser, Chairman 

of the Executive Board of the Business Unit Utility 

Tunnelling at Herrenknecht, John Attrill, Project  

General Manager of BP at the awards ceremony. 
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STEVE VICK ON THE MOVE 

S teve Vick International is moving 

from Bath to Bradford-on-Avon, 

Wiltshire, UK in the New Year  

having outgrown its present facilities. 

The company has purchased a 

20,800 square foot unit at Treenwood 

Industrial Estate in Bradford-on-

Avon, just 9 miles south of Bath. The 

move will allow the entire production, 

warehousing, product development 

and administrative operations to be 

housed under one roof. 

A comprehensive refurbishment 

programme is currently under way 

and is due to be completed at the end 

of January 2014. The company  

expects to move in February. 

Tony Day, Joint Managing and Financial Director, said: “We are bursting at the seams in our  

existing premises as anyone who has visited us recently will know! This move will allow us to  

purpose-build each section of the facility enabling us to be more efficient and to offer an even better 

service to our customers. We are delighted that members of staff are transferring to the new  

location.” 

Traditionally, Steve Vick International is best known in the gas industry for its pipe sealant  

products such as FOAMBAG™, for renovation techniques like Live Mains Insertion and for Pipe 

Coil Trailers. In recent years emphasis has been placed on developing innovative equipment  

including a comprehensive range of Pipe Handlers. 

Customers will be advised of the date of the move and address details nearer the time and  

information will be posted on the website. The telephone number will remain unchanged: +44 (0)

1225 480488 until further notice. Website: www.stevevick.com 
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The beautiful Wiltshire town of Bradford-on-Avon. 
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ELIMINATING EXCAVATION ON A CHALLENGING  

TORQUAY LINING PROJECT 

T he BRAWOLINER® 3D lining system was recently 

utilised on a very challenging sewer rehabilitation 

project which was part of the on-going £1 million Torbay 

Sewer Rehabilitation Program being undertaken by South 

West Water (SWW) in association with its consulting 

engineer AECOM. The main contractor for the works 

was Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions Ltd (BBUSL). 

 

CHALLENGING REHABILITATION 

In an ‘old town’ area of Torquay on the English Riviera, 

a section of clayware sewer pipeline running beneath 

steep steps (with 85 steps) connecting Melville Street and 

Rock Road was found to be in need of renovation after 

CCTV inspection and analysis. These steps are believed 

to be the steepest in the town. 

Originally, the proposed solution was to replace the 

sewer using the traditional ‘open cut’ technique. The 

steps are a maximum of 2 m in width and run adjacent to 

dwellings on the one side and a substantial retaining wall 

on the other. The sewer is at a depth of between 2 m and 

2.5 m. An inspection of the site showed that to open cut 

the section would require structural surveys to be  

undertaken on the properties and wall adjacent to these 

steps together with specialist designed excavation and 

shoring techniques to safeguard the structures stability during the excavation operation. Therefore, 

the client sought a trenchless rehabilitation solution that would eliminate the need to open cut the 

pipeline. 

Whilst this might sound an easy option given the number of renovation systems currently  

available, practically this was far from the truth. 

Over its 42 m length, the fall from one end of the sewer to the other was 13 m.  This gave an  

average gradient of 1 in 3.23 making this an extremely steep lining.  If this was not enough to make 

the project challenging, within the run length there were two diameter changes in the pipeline, one 

from 225 mm to 150 mm and then a second from the 150 mm back to 225 mm. To further add to the 

complications of the project, the sewer also had over its length several relatively sharp bends at  

various locations and 6 lateral connections, two of which lay within the narrow diameter section of 

the pipe. BBUSL called upon Exjet Services, a regular sewer renovation services provider to SWW, 

to develop a no-dig option. 

Having inspected the site and noted the access difficulties at either end of the pipeline, it was  

decided to utilise the Brawoliner® 3D lining system to complete the work. Exjet has used  

Brawoliner® systems for many years and was confident that the 3D lining system could be utilised 

to handle the diameter changes as well as providing a high standard of liner for the future life of the 

pipeline. 

As well as having to surmount the  

difficulties within the pipeline itself, Exjet 

also had to accommodate the fact that, 

whilst manhole access was available at 

both ends of the pipeline, the local  

highway authority would not allow  

closure of both Melville Street and Rock 

Road at the same time. This was because 

the works were being undertaken at the 

height of the tourist season in Torbay. Not 

being able to close both roads added to 

the complications of the liner installation 

operation. 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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Initially Exjet completed a pre-installation 

survey of the pipeline to ensure that it was 

suitable for lining. This survey showed some 

significant root ingress that had to be cleaned 

out using a rotary head high-pressure jetting 

system before lining could commence. 

 

BRAWOLINER® 3D 

The BRAWOLINER® 3D liner system was 

developed especially to meet the demands of 

pipelines with varying dimension changes or 

situations where several diameter jumps occur 

over one pipe length.  

Over dimensions from DN 100 to DN 225, 

the seamless textile liner adjusts itself to every pipe diameter during the installation process without 

operator intervention.  This ensures a crease free finish to the cured liner.  

The technology behind the liner’s ability to achieve such an installation is unique to  

BRAWOLINER®. The liner material comprises of an extremely flexible polyester-loop construction 

which allows a huge lateral stretch without compromising the final liner structure. In addition to the 

multi-diameter capability, just like the proven BRAWOLINER®, the outstanding winner of the IKT 

product test, the new 3D-Liner is still capable of lining bends of up to 90 degrees without folds or 

wrinkles. This means that BRAWOLINER® 3D is an ideal renovation solution for difficult sewer 

systems and is available in lengths of 25 m, 50 m, or 100 m. 

 

LINER INSTALLATION 

Given the complications of this lining and the road closure restriction at the site, Exjet planned the 

lining operation including the reopening of the laterals to be completed within a two-day time frame 

with a road closure being implemented at the reception (Rock Road) end of the site only. 

On the first day, after finalising the cleaning process, the liner installation including the liner  

impregnation was completed in just 8 hours. This may sound a somewhat simple task but according 

to Darryl Pass, Site Foreman for Exjet: “This was probably the most challenging liner installation I 

have ever undertaken. Furthermore, it is probably just as true to say that this job probably took the 

Brawoliner® 3D to the edge of its capabilities and yet was still completed successfully.” 

The careful installation started by inverting the liner material with minimal water usage and  

pressure. Just enough water was utilised to get the liner to invert into the host pipe using an  

inversion unit. Once inversion was completed, this water was released from the downstream end of 

the run and the liner was allowed to deflate. 

The liner was then re-inflated with a calibration hose using compressed air pressurised to just the 

point where the liner contact pressure was achieved so as to hold the liner against the inner wall of 

the host pipe. This meant there was not a high pressure from the head of water in the liner that 

would normally have existed using ‘full bore’ water inversion.  A valve was installed at the  

downstream end of the liner to allow the lining crew to monitor and adjust the internal pressure at all 

times.  

To cure the liner, instead of heating a full pipe bore of water to the cure temperature and holding 

this temperature for approximately two hours, hot water was introduced at the upstream end of the 

liner via the inversion drum. Only a small amount was introduced so as not to over pressurise the 

liner at the lateral connections, which may have caused excessive stretching or even a burst.   

The hot water was ‘trickled’ through the liner calibration hose combination. This was to ensure 

that the internal air temperature reached the cure temp required by the impregnated liner.  To ensure 

a full liner cure, the air temperature was then held at the cure temperature for a period longer than 

that normally recommended by Brawoliner® for its liners, but it does mean that a full cure is 

achieved even in the most difficult and challenging circumstances. 

Once the liner had cured, the supply of hot water was closed and the calibration hose was  

removed. 

According to Robin Dowell Senior Manager at Exjet: “The liner is very flexible and easy to install 

but it usually has a relatively low burst strength. When we install it, the liner has to be handled with 

care so as not to exceed the manufacturers recommended 0.3 bar installation pressure which is why 

we developed the above technique.”   

It was not possible in the time frame of the project for Exjet to look at reopening the laterals from 

the customer side as this would have meant extensive CCTV work within the residential properties 
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to track the lateral pipes and SWW did 

not wish to inconvenience its  

customers with such works unless ab-

solutely necessary. 

Therefore, on day two of the project 

Exjet used its IMS cutter to reopen the 

four lateral connections that lay outside 

of the 150 mm diameter restricted area 

of the pipe. For the remaining two  

lateral connections within the 150 mm 

diameter section and knowing their 

location within the system, Exjet 

sourced a Springbok cutter system 

which was successfully applied for the 

final re-opening cuts.  

Robin said of the project: “Given the 

complications we encountered and the 

difficulties that this gave us on this 

project, we have been surprised at just 

how well the work went and how well 

the Brawoliner® 3D has performed in the circumstances. It must be said in recognition of the crews’ 

efforts that it is only their experience after having spent many years working with Brawoliner® that 

enabled them to generate such a successful outcome for our clients in such demanding  

circumstances.” 

For the main contractor Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions Limited, Geoff Willcocks, Infrastructure 

Project Manager said: “The Brawoliner® is a versatile solution successfully employed to mitigate 

the difficulty of having an inaccessible pipeline of varied diameter where open cut was not a safe or 

economic option. The completion of this scheme was an excellent example of innovative thinking 

and skilled delivery to provide the required scheme output”. 

For CJ Kelly Associates, John Kelly, senior partner said: “BRAWOLINER® 3D has once again 

stepped up to meet the demands of a complex and difficult lining operation. It is with innovations 

like the BRAWOLINER® 3D and the experience of contractors like Exjet that increasingly difficult 

rehabilitation projects can now be undertaken instead of highly disruptive and costly excavations.” 

Website: www.cjkelly.com 
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The new liner in place in the sewer showing the types 

of bends that needed to be negotiated when inserting 

the liner. 
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TRENCHLESS PIPE REHABILITATION FOR DRINKING WATER PIPES  

T he quality and the availability of potable wa-

ter is essential for human health and the  

ecological system, and it is a basis for economic 

growth and development. Every year about 3.5 

million people die as a result of poor water supply 

– and the world population is steadily growing. In 

addition to the challenges which water  

management faces in regard to the increasing  

demand for water, this year’s United Nations  

international Year of Water cooperation has also 

pushed questions to the fore concerning the  

accessibility and distribution of water, as well as 

water services. 

Many million cubic metres of clean drinking 

water flow daily through the water pipes of the 

world. According to the statistic platform 

‘Worldometers’, the consumption increases by 64 billion cubic metres every year due to population 

growth. This is possible thanks to a technically refined, underground pipe network. Nonetheless, 

around the world, the increasing deterioration of the underground infrastructure is becoming  

noticeable. Pipe systems are ageing and the load capacities are increasing. The loss of drinking  

water caused by leaking water pipes as well as the contamination of groundwater due to leaking 

sewer, oil or industrial lines endangers man and environment. This is especially true for regions in 

which there is no drinking water treatment and the ground water is used unfiltered as drinking water. 

Around the world, the supply network of many towns and municipalities suffers from material 

fatigue, lime scale deposits and corrosion. Pure drinking water leaks continuously into the  

surrounding ground of a defective water pipe, which can amount to up to 50% of water flow,  

depending on the region and the age of the pipes. At 6.5%, Germany has a relatively low leakage 

rate compared to other European countries, for example the U.K. loses 15.5%, Poland 24.6% 

(according to the German Association of Energy and Water Industries, 2010). In Asian countries 

about 25 - 40% of the valuable resource water is lost due to leaking water pipes (according to the 

Asian Development Bank, 2010). During the United Nations World Water Year 2013, events are 

taking place around the world (like the International Water Week Amsterdam between November 4 

and 8), to draw attention to this topic and to encourage dialogue.  

 

TRENCHLESS PIPE REHABILITATION ADVANTAGES 

Measures to stop water loss and contamination generally cost just a fraction of water treatment or 

recovery. Trenchless pipe rehabilitation presents a time-saving and low-cost solution in comparison 

to new construction. In contrast to renewal, no streets, pavements or built-up areas need to be dig up 

along the entire pipe length for rehabilitation to replace defective sections of the pipe with a new 

pipe. The rehabilitation is carried out directly in the host pipe whereby the manholes or small  

ditches serve as access points. This has proven to be a great advantage in inner cities with high 

building density and heavy traffic volume. 

In the past 20 years, various trenchless rehabilitation processes were developed with which several 

hundred metres of drinking water pipes could be repaired as a unit from manhole to manhole. From 

an economic point of view, this means employing these technologies saves construction costs and 

time. According to a study of the GSTT (German Society of Trenchless Technology), about 70% of 

the pipe renewal costs can be saved that  

otherwise would be spent during open-cut road 

works, earth removal, and subsequent  

reconstruction. A positive ecological aspect is 

the CO2 savings of about 70%, as fewer  
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NORDIPIPE™ and TUBETEX™ liners are 

suitable rehabilitation of drinking water 

pipes.  

One method for the rehabilitation of  

drinking water pipes with the TUBETEX™ 

liner is the inversion of the liner by  

compressed air. Manholes or small  

excavations serve as accesses. Steam is used 

to cure the resin components into an inner 

lining. 
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construction machines are in  

operation, construction time is  

shorter, and there are fewer traffic 

jams due to road closures. In  

addition, the environment remains 

undisturbed and the soil conditions 

as well as the roots of the trees are 

untouched. For the residents adjacent 

to the construction site, trenchless 

rehabilitation means less disruption 

of normal life, as, compared to  

open-cut construction, only moderate 

disturbance occurs due to noise, dust 

and exhaust fumes. Depending on the 

technology and the severity of the 

pipe damage, water supply and  

disposal is also ensured during  

rehabilitation. 

 

LINER REQUIREMENTS 

Modern trenchless rehabilitation technologies such as Cured-in-Place (CIPP) quickly, economically 

and reliably provide for sealed line systems and ensure a maximal use of the water supply. Since 

water supply mains are operated as pressure pipes, there are two necessary requirements for liner 

systems: Firstly, the installed liner systems have to withstand the necessary internal pressures.  

Secondly, all materials that the liner is composed of must meet the high hygienic requirements as 

defined in the drinking water ordinances in order to be authorised for drinking water pipes. 

Two such technologies in the field of trenchless rehabilitation are the NORDIPIPE™ and 

TUBETEX™ that fulfil different requirements based on their material structure and are already  

employed world-wide for the rehabilitation of drinking water pipes from 150 mm to 1,200 mm  

diameter. The two CIPP systems differ in the liner materials used, as well as in the procedural  

details, such as installation or curing. Whereas TUBETEX™ is glued to the existing pipe and in  

effect becomes part of it, the NORDIPIPE™ is independent of the existing pipe. Therefore, the 

seamlessly woven TUBETEX™ polyester tube is usually installed as a precaution before the pipe 

fails, whereas the statically self-supporting polyester needle felt NORDIPIPE™ tube is employed for 

rehabilitation when the existing pipe is already quite damaged or has deteriorated. 

 

REHABILITATION CONGESTED URBAN AREAS 

By way examples, in the metropolis of Hong Kong, NORDIPIPE™ liner was used to rehabilitate a 

600 m long, defective water pipe in just two weeks without hindering the daily traffic flow. The 

liner was installed into the host pipe with a diameter of 600 mm in three sections from one sewer 

manhole to the next. Steam curing was then employed to form it into a new pipe with static stability.  

In the old part of Montreal, Canada, the 100 year old drinking water pipe network was also  

renewed with the NORDIPIPE™ pipelining product, which neither hindered street traffic nor  

bothered retail business. Within two years, about 4,600 km of defective drinking water pipes in the 

historic heart of Montreal were repaired and the survival of the underground network was ensured. 

TUBETEX™ liners were used in a residential neighbourhood in Barcelona to rehabilitate 600 m of 

a water pipe. The construction project was divided into six sections and was completed in just three 

weeks. The heavily soiled existing pipe was prepared for the liner installation first of all by cleaning 

with high-pressure. After the inversion of the TUBETEX™ liner, it was hardened into a new pipe 

that, even though it is fused to the host pipe, is elastic enough to compensate for movements and 

knocks against the pipeline from soil loads. 

 

DRINKING WATER FOR FUTURE DECADES 

With the growing world population and the  increase in water consumption, water mains must be in 

a fault-free condition to ensure the supply with clean drinking water without loss of the valuable 

commodity they carry. In regions in which a regulated water supply is accessible, trenchless pipe 

rehabilitation technologies have a high potential for solving pipe problems. Apart from the lower 

costs, they contribute significantly to transporting clean drinking water to the end consumer, avoid 

water pollution and actively protect the climate by reducing CO2 during the rehabilitation process. 

Website: www.sekisuispr.com 
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AFTER THE FLOODING - HOME OWNERS CONVERT TO GAS 

T he flood disaster on the  

Danube and other nearby 

rivers in June 2013 caused  

immense water damage which left  

numerous home owners in misery 

and despair. The most serious 

damage is that caused to soaked 

walls, ruined gardens or wrecked 

heating systems. With oil operated 

heating, the damaged oil tanks are 

potentially an additional danger to 

the environment. For this  

reason many house owners have 

decided to have their heating  

systems converted from oil to gas. 

This requires a house connection, 

or the installation of a gas pipe from the main pipeline in the road up to the resident’s house. 

 

THE PROJECT 

The house owner expects an immediate and cost-effective installation, which is only possible on 

condition that open trenches are avoided. A further cost optimisation is achieved if as many house 

owners as possible in one town or in a residential estate decide to change over to gas at the same 

time. In a demonstration project by the Bayernwerk utility company in Erlau on the Danube a quick 

and cost saving installation using trenchless methods proved to be exemplary and very successful. 

In total 5 house connections were to be installed in three different streets, all situated on the same 

estate close to the Danube. For three of these connections the proven non-steerable GRUNDOMAT 

soil displacement hammer was utilised due to the short bore distances. For the other two  

connections with bore lengths over 20 m a steerable GRUNDOPIT Keyhole boring unit was  

applied. 
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G R U N D O M A T 

soil displacement 

hammers are one of 

the quickest and most 

favourable methods 

of producing a 

trenchless house  

connection.  The  

hammer is ready for 

use very quickly and 

simple to operate due its light weight. After a levelling 

process, the hammer is started through a previously  

prepared cored bore through the house/cellar wall  

towards the target which is a prepared Keyhole access 

point. It pulls a 63 mm o.d. PVC protection pipe directly 

into the bore hole up to the Keyhole during the  

installation process. After installation of the product pipe 

in the protection pipe, the connection to the main gas 

pipeline can be made right away and the gas fittings in 

the cellar can be installed. The core bore hole in the  

cellar wall is sealed off with a building entry set from the 

inside without the need of any excavation work on the 

outer wall. If the installation process is well planned, 

then up to 3 house connection per day can be achieved.  

When applying the soil displacement hammer technique the soil conditions and bore length are 

decisive factors. Bore lengths of around 10 metres are a usual installation distance in penetrable 

soils. Extremely water-bearing and rocky ground can not be penetrated. These conditions define the 

geo-technical application limits for the technique. 

The further development of the GRUNDOMAT N generation does now cover ‘borderline’ soil 

structures, e.g. loose, pebbled ground which is usually found close to rivers. The most important 

outcome is that the soil displacement hammer reaches the target precisely, avoiding any deviations 

from the planned pipeline. In critical  

cases the course of the hammer can be 

detected and surveyed. Slight deviations 

are no cause for concern, as long as there 

is a sufficient distance to adjacent service 

and disposal pipes. Otherwise the hammer 

must be reversed, retrieved and re-started. 

Another aspect which must not be  

underestimated is the fact that only one 

accesspit is required for the connection to 

the main pipe. There is no need for the 

more usual access hole to be dug in front 

of the house wall, as the soil displacement 

hammer is started from inside the cellar. 

The size of the target pit should be as 

small as possible to keep costs down to a 

minimum and usually is the same length 

as the hammer machine, so that it can be 

retrieved safely. For these applications 

short versions of the soil displacement 

hammers are available. 

 

KEYHOLE BORES 

A completely different variation, which 

was also applied in Erlau, is the steerable 

GRUNDOPIT Keyhole-Bore technology. 

Using this technology the bore does not 

start from the cellar but at the opposite 

end of the required bore, out of a keyhole 
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Above left: Preparing the Keyhole 

access pit. 

Above: installing the steerable  

GRUNDOPIT Keyhole machine. 
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access positioned at the gas main. The bore is 

then installed from the main service pipe into 

the cellar. The bore head is detected on surface 

allowing for steerable bores to be completed 

over lengths up to approximately 25 m. 

The special feature of this method is the form 

and size of the keyhole and almost completely 

automated and remote-controlled bore process. 

Operators can learn how to operate this boring 

technology quickly and qualify themselves for 

new tasks or improve their professional  

capabilities. The ‘Keyhole’ is circular and has a 

diameter of only 650 mm. It is accessible and 

can be produced to depths of up to 1.45 m. The 

operator always stands outside the Keyhole 

which guarantees a higher degree of safety 

while working. 

Another aspect in favour of the Keyhole is its 

circular shape as there are no tension ‘peaks’ in 

the construction, which is normally the case 

with the corners of standard rectangular  

construction pits which can often cause problems later.  

To produce the Keyhole a core drill unit bores the road surface above the connection point. The 

core is removed and inserted back in place once the installation is completed. The Keyhole is  

excavated using a suction excavator, so there’s only a small amount of excavated material which can 

be stored in a large bag and used later when the bore is re-instated. The GRUNDOPIT K bore rig is 

set up inside this keyhole pit above the main gas pipe, fixed in place and stabilised with extended 

brackets against the pit wall and above the ground with adjustable support feet. The bore rig is then 

connected to a hydraulic power unit and is ready for operation. The rig works fully automatically 

and is steered via a remote control. For the bore process, special drill rods are transported vertically 

with a lift to the bottom of the bore and then screwed together horizontally for the bore application. 

The drill rods with the bore head are then driven forward successively towards and ultimately into 

the service room/cellar of the target building, where the bore head is exchanged for a core hole borer 

and a core hole is cut cleanly through the cellar wall. Then another tool exchange takes place,  

namely the core borer is exchanged for an upsizing head. Now the PVC protection pipe, at up to 63 

mm o.d. can be pulled in. 

The drill rods are removed inside the keyhole one after the other and returned to the surface via the 

lift. Also with this system variation the house brickwork is sealed off tightly against gas and water 

with a building entry device without the need for an additional assembly pit. 

The connection of the house service to the main gas line is part of the sophisticated system  

solution. As the keyhole is not easily accessible the pipeline is equipped with a fitting in the form of 

a plug connection from above, or in this case with a welding connection after the boring rig is  

removed.  

After the bore and pipe installation work is completed the Keyhole is back-filled and sealed off 

layer by layer. The previously excavated core is the key which seals off and closes the Keyhole. 

Additional asphalting work is not then necessary. 

 

RESULTS 

A total of 5 bores were all completed to the full satisfaction of all participants in just 2 working 

days.  

Although the soil displacement technology and the Keyhole bore technology function in very  

different ways they can both be used for the same type of application. Therefore, it is important to 

consider fundamental parameters such as soil type, bore length, jobsite surroundings to select the 

appropriate installation method. 

Keyhole technology will play a major part in the future. This is what network operators are  

convinced of as well as longer house service lines with difficult bore paths can be completed with-

out any large access pits so preserving road surfaces. 

Both, soil displacement and Keyhole technology, have shown that the installation of gas service 

lines can be carried out quicker and cheaper compared to the open trench method. Website: 

www.tracto-technik.com 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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ONSITE/PERCO 
No-Dig contractors for: Sewer 
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Connection linings; Patch repairs; 

CCTV pipe inspection and  

assessment; pipe cleaning, flow 

monitoring; Augerboring; HDD; 

Microtunnelling; Shaft Sinking; 

Headings; Lateral Cutting; Pipe 

B u r s t i n g ;  S l i p l i n i n g  &  
Consultancy 

Astec Underground & 

American Augers HDD Rigs 
Auger Boring Equipment 

Tooling & Drill Rods 

Drilling Fluids 

Recycling & Mixing Systems 

Moles & Bursters 
Digital Location Equipment 

T A Drilling 

McElroy Manufacturing is the 
leading manufacturer of  

polyethylene pipe fusion  

equipment and provider of 
customer-driven solutions to 

PE engineers and contractors 

worldwide. 

McElroy 

TT-Group: A leading  

manufacturer of Trenchless  

Technologies: Moles, Pipe  

Rammers, HDD, Pipe  

Replacement and Auger boring  

systems and NoDig-equipment 

TT Group 

Main picture: The completed house service 

connection (fitted with a weld-on connection).  

Inset top left: Pulling in the gas service pipe 

once the Keyhole bore was completed. 

Inset bottom right: The fully reinstated  

Keyhole access. 

http://www.tracto-technik.com
http://www.nodigmedia.co.uk/HDD.html
http://www.onsite.co.uk/
http://www.perco.co.uk/
http://www.tadrilling.co.uk
http://www.mcelroy.com
http://www.tracto-technik.com


New Ditch Witch® RT120 Ride-On Tractor 

T he Ditch Witch organisation recently 

introduced the RT120, a ride-on  

tractor with a 120-hp (89 kW) Deutz®  

diesel engine that has the power to drive 

the RT120’s eight optional hydrostatic 

attachments. The RT120 is the most  

versatile member of the Ditch Witch RT-

series, claimed to be the best-selling 

trencher family in the world. 

The RT120’s engine is Tier 4-compliant, 

meaning that it meets with the most up-to-

date EPA emissions requirements and, 

therefore, needs no expensive, time-

consuming after-treatment. Like every 

Ditch Witch RT-series tractor, the new 

RT120 is a blend of advanced technology 

and heavy-duty components that ultimately results in exceptional efficiency and productivity.  

The foundation of the RT120 is a massive one-piece, rigid frame that can withstand tough jobsite 

conditions job after job, year after year. The Ditch Witch organisation also offers an optional tilt 

frame configuration that enables operators to dig a vertical trench on uneven ground. In addition to 

two types of trencher attachments, the RT120 offers a vibratory plow, a combination trencher/plow, 

a backhoe, reel carrier, and two types of saw attachments.  

Dial control design gives the operator precise control of the ground drive speed and attachments, 

improving production. The RT120 is also equipped with a cruise-control system that senses engine 

load and automatically adjusts ground drive speed. Plus, standard four-wheel drive helps provide 

superb traction and mobility in all kinds of jobsite conditions and applications.  

The RT120’s operator’s station is ergonomically designed to improve comfort and enhance overall 

productivity. It offers a 90o swivel seat, adjustable armrests, an easy-to-read gauge cluster, and a 

tiltable steering column. The operator’s station also features a colour LCD engine display that  

provides all engine information and diagnostics. 

Maintenance of the RT120 is simplified by removable side panels that provide easy access to  

service areas. Engine service points are conveniently located on the left side, and the oil level can be 

checked without opening the engine enclosure. Website: www.ditchwitch.com 
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MOLE PLOUGHING (PLOWING) 
For General Information on Mole Ploughing click here 

TT-Group: A leading  

manufacturer of Trenchless  

Technologies: Moles, Pipe  

Rammers, HDD, Pipe  

Replacement and Auger boring  

systems and NoDig-equipment 

TT Group 

The new Ditch Witch RT120 Ride-on Tractor . 

http://www.ditchwitch.com
http://www.nodigmedia.co.uk/Mole_Ploughing.html
http://www.tracto-technik.com
http://www.ukstt.org.uk/


SAND, SUCTION AND SAFETY 

W ith huge construction plans approved 

for Major City extensions and large 

Infrastructure projects across the whole of 

Saudi Arabia, TT-UK’s Suction Excavation 

technology provides ‘Quick’ and ‘Safe’ 

methods of Sand excavation. These Suction 

Excavators will play an important and  

significant role in the future for these  

forthcoming construction job-sites. 

With increased emphasis on today’s issue 

of environmental impact and social  

disruption, along with constant pressures 

placed upon manufacturing companies to 

continually produce equipment designs with 

added cost saving benefits, the TT-UK  

Suction Excavator is surely another  

Trenchless Technology innovation playing 

its part in these times of constant economic 

challenges.  

There is continued focus by TT-UK to develop and expand its Trenchless Technology (NDRC) 

equipment range into the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as well as the entire Middle East Region. Earlier 

this year saw the first two Mercedes Benz TT-UK Suction Excavator Vehicles arrive into the  

Eastern province of Jubail and Yanbu to work on a project for Utility rehabilitation. 

Operating on 8 x 8 strong construction chassis with special rear wheels (2.75 m Wide) the Suction 

Excavators are able to operate perfectly in extreme desert conditions, or they can be exchanged to 

single wheels only for normal road use. 

The two TT-UK Suction Excavators were supplied to a well-respected Saudi Based specialist  

contracting company (part of a prestigious Saudi Group of Companies), who were working in close 

collaboration with the Power and Water Utility company on a Utility replacement/refurbishment 

programme.  

Suction Excavation was the preferred method throughout these multi, continuous water line and 

sand excavations, not only because of the sensitivity of the project but also as the project was very 

time restricted. Website: www.tt-uk.com 

 

 

DITCH WITCH® SAVERLOK™ RELEASED  

T he Ditch Witch organisation recently announced the release of the 

SaverLok™ System, a patent-pending saver sub system that offers 

a quick and secure connection providing the best protection against 

wear and tear on the drill pipe. The primary benefit of the SaverLok 

System is increased directional drill uptime, as it is an very  

durable system that is easy to install, and replacement can be  

performed in the field quickly. 

The SaverLok System is designed to provide a strong and tight  

connection, as the torque is carried through dowels instead of threads. 

The system consists of a SaverLok, collar or flange and a gearbox  

connection.  

With proper use, only the SaverLok should need replacing, which 

saves time and money compared to one- and two-piece designs. The 

compact SaverLok easily fits in a standard truck toolbox,  

minimising replacement time and effort. All SaverLok components are 

made from high-strength steel, for greater durability and reliability.  

Installing the SaverLok System is quick and easy. Unlike other saver sub designs, there is no wait-

ing on glue to set during assembly, no heating the part to disassemble or heavy lifting to change out 

saver subs. When properly assembled, the SaverLok System is as reliable as a single-piece saver 

sub, with large O-rings to help ensure proper sealing. When replacing SaverLoks on Ditch Witch 

All Terrain drills, seal kits do not have to be disturbed or handled, saving time and money. Website: 

www.ditchwitch.com 

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES  

& SERVICES 
For General Information on Support Equipment & Accessories click here 
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Supplier of TBM, Microtunnel, 
Pipe Jacking and Tunnel  
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Guidance systems & Services. 

VMT GmbH 

Astec Underground & 

American Augers HDD Rigs 
Auger Boring Equipment 

Tooling & Drill Rods 

Drilling Fluids 

Recycling & Mixing Systems 

Moles & Bursters 
Digital Location Equipment 

T A Drilling 

U MOLE 

Supplier for hire or sale of: 
Vac Ex, Mole & Rammers, 

Bursting, Coil Trailers, SBUs 

and Accessories 

Hammerhead 
Hammerhead piercing, bursting 

& ramming products are used by 

contractors worldwide to install 

or replace fibre, communication, 

water, sewer and gas lines with 

minimal disruption to landscapes, 
structures and traffic flow. 
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manufacturer of Trenchless  

Technologies: Moles, Pipe  
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TT Group 

The TT Suction Excavator in operation exposing 

the pipeline quickly and safely, with no risk of 

damage to other third party services/pipes/cables. 

The Ditch Witch  

SaverLok™ System. 

ER TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Providing  

independent pipe 

renovation services  

including:  

International  

Training, Hire, 

Consultancy and a 

Global Skills  

Network  

http://www.tt-uk.com
http://www.ditchwitch.com
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http://www.vmt-gmbh.de/300.html?&=&amp;L=ucdbofrppiuemkq&L=1
http://www.tadrilling.co.uk
http://www.umole.co.uk
http://www.hammerheadtrenchless.com
http://www.tracto-technik.com
http://www.CIPP-Global.com


UKSTT NEWS 
GETTING TO KNOW NEW MEMBERS 

Canusa-CPS www.canusacps.com 

Since 1966, Canusa-CPS has been an industry leader in field-applied coatings for corrosion, mechanical and thermal protection 

of both onshore and offshore pipelines. The company’s advanced technology heat-shrinkable sleeves, high-build liquid epoxy 

coatings and adhesive-based products provide excellent functionality through a broad range of applications and temperatures.  

The primary manufacturing facilities are in Canada and are supported by a network of warehousing and finishing locations 

throughout North and South America, Europe, the Middle East and Asia-Pacific. The company continually invests in research 

and development to expand its product and installation capabilities, and the level of protection for customers’ assets in extreme 

conditions around the world.  

Recognised as a leader and innovator, Canusa-CPS continues to deliver ground-breaking new products and technologies to the 

field joint coatings industry, including its line of factory-to-field products. Canusa’s advanced technology GTS-PP and GTS-PE 

heat-shrinkable sleeves coupled with IntelliCOAT™, state-of-the-art equipment for automated field installation, provide field-

joint coating systems that not only far exceed the requirements of the ISO 21809-3 standard for 3LPE and 3LPP joint coatings, 

but that also provide equivalent performance to the 3LPE and 3LPP mainline coatings as per the requirements of the ISO 21809-1 

standard for these coating types. 

 

UKSTT 20th Annual Dinner & Awards Ceremony – SAVE THE DATE 

Come along and help the UKSTT celebrate 20 years of trenchless technology in style on Friday 16 May 2014. Already  

confirmed as sponsors are H5O, O’Connor Utilities Ltd, U Mole (a division of Vp plc), Severn Trent Water and Trelleborg.  If 

you would like to join them in sponsoring these prestigious awards then please contact Lynn Maclachlan on 01926 330935 or 

email: admin@ukstt.org.uk.   

Packages available are: 

Could your project be a winner?  UKSTT is now accepting entries into the Awards which are 

open to any project, large or small, that was carried out between 1 January 2013 and 31  

December 2013. 

UKSTT has also announced an Early Bird rate for tickets to attend the Annual Dinner & 

Awards Ceremony. Any tickets booked and paid for before 31 March 2014 will receive a  

discount.   

The ticket prices are: 

   Early Bird Rate  Standard Rate 

Table(s) for 10  £702 + VAT  £752 + VAT 

Tables(s) for 12  £842.40 + VAT  £902.40 + VAT 

Individual(s)  £70.20 + VAT each £75.20 + VAT each 

 

After Dinner entertainment will be provided by Paul Tonkinson, a Yorkshireman, occasional marathon 

runner and sometime radio presenter as well as an established star of the stand-up circuit. 

If you would like purchase tickets to these prestigious awards then please contact Lynn Maclachlan on 

01926-330935 or email: admin@ukstt.org.uk.   

 

UKSTT AGM 

The UKSTT AGM took place on Thursday 19 September 2013 at its offices in Leamington Spa. The AGM saw Russell  

Fairhurst complete his two year tenure as Chairman. The new Chairman of UKSTT, Ian Ramsay, was voted in unanimously by 

those present. The new UKSTT Vice Chairman was voted in as Ian Vickridge, previously chairman of the Hong Kong Society 

for Trenchless Technology. 
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UKSTT AT ISTT AT NO DIG DOWN UNDER 

The UKSTT was represented at the ISTT Annual Meeting by Russell Fairhurst, Chairman and Ian  

Ramsay, Vice Chairman. The Annual Meeting saw a number of the ISTT Executive Committee stand down, 

including UKSTT Council Member and past Chairman, Norman Howell.  In order to stand for the ISTT ESC 

nominated people need to have been a Chairman of a National Affiliated Society. One of the successful can-

didates voted onto the ESC was Ian Vickridge, past Chairman of the Hong Kong Society and new Vice-

Chairman of the UKSTT. 

 

 

 

UKSTT EVENTS 
NO-DIG Roadshow 17 October 2013 – hosted by Transport for London 

The UKSTT, in co-operation with Westrade Ltd, held a half day NO-DIG 

ROAD SHOW style event on Thursday 17 October. The event was hosted by 

Transport for London discussing the TRENCHLESS CHALLENGE. Around 80 

delegates attended, coming from TFL, Network Rail, Thames Water and London 

Underground. In addition, UKSTT members attended the event and several had 

small stands enabling them to present their services and products directly to the 

end users. 

The event focused on the need to increase the use of trenchless technology in 

the London area and highlighted several key projects that by using the  

technology have been able to save time, money, carbon footprint and social benefit. 

The Mayor of London has been a great advocate of trenchless technology and with the up and coming increase in spend for the 

London area on infrastructure the seminar has significance. 

The UKSTT would like to thank all of those who attended and is are in the process of planning similar future events. 

 

Joint UKSTT/PIG Evening Seminar Sessions 

The UKSTT is holding a couple of joint evening seminar session with Branches of the Pipeline Industry Guild. These events 

will highlight the winners and short-listed entrants into the UKSTT Annual Awards held in April 2013.  

They are taking place with the: 

Midland Branch – 4 December 2013 

Northern Branch – 18 February 2014 (Durham) 

For more information please contact UKSTT on 01926-330935 or email: admin@ukstt.org.uk 

 

No Dig Live 2014 

The organisers of the biennial NO-DIG LIVE exhibition and live demonstrations 

have announced that the 12th event in this series will be held at Peterborough  

Arena, between 16 and 18 September 2014. 

Peterborough Arena is situated at the East of England Showground which offers 

an ideal combination of facilities required for NO-DIG LIVE, including a state of 

the art indoor exhibition hall with adjacent demonstration grounds and first class 

seminar accommodation.  The venue also offers acres of free car parking, free Wi-Fi 

for all visitors and exhibitors and a wide range of nearby hotels.   

“NO-DIG LIVE is an unrivalled shop window for trenchless technology.”  

commented Caroline Prescot, Managing Director of organisers Westrade Group Ltd. 

“This event regularly brings together the cream of the industry to review the very 

latest products and techniques. The live demonstrations are a huge draw, not only 

for home visitors, but we have also seen an increasing number of international  

engineers who travel to the UK to see machinery in action. It is vital to have the best combination of facilities required for the 

various aspects of this event and we are confident that Peterborough Arena will rise to the challenge.” 

The 2014 programme will continue with the popular early morning ‘Business Briefing’ programme held daily from 0800 until 

the opening of the exhibition at 1000. Visitors are invited to sign up free of charge and join the debate on the changing daily  

topic.    

Live demonstrations of equipment showing a variety of trenchless techniques are carried out throughout the day, many of which 

are on request, while others are included in a timetable in order that visitors can plan their day accordingly. 

Full details of exhibiting, including floor plans are being prepared for distribution to the market place and will shortly be made 

available on the show website www.nodiglive.co.uk  

Companies interested in registering their interest in exhibiting are invited to contact Paul Harwood, Sales Director of Westrade 

Group Ltd on +44 (0) 845 094 8066 or email: pharwood@westrade.co.uk  
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UKSTT MEMBER NEWS 
Installation at Watson’s Corner, Colchester 

UIS has recently used its Power Push™ Pipe Pusher to slipline a 180 mm diameter MDPE pipe into an existing 

8 in to 9 in diameter PVC main running through arable farm land. The company inserted the new main through 

the host main in one action, reducing the need for additional launch pits, which resulted in no loss of crops or 

low yield of crops for the next few years, reducing costs for all parties involved. The insertion was carried out 

in two sections, the first was 950 m long negotiating 2 road crossings and the second was 200 m long with sev-

eral changes in angle of the main. To save excavations on the crop fields the coils were connected via butt-

fusion welding. 

The work was completed within 4 days, significantly quicker than the traditional slip lining and winching 

method, saving time and labour on this scheme. 

 

Murphy ranks at twelfth place in the Top Track 250 league table 

The ninth annual Top Track 250 league table supplement was recently published in 

The Sunday Times, placing leading multi-disciplined engineering and construction 

company J. Murphy & Sons Limited in twelfth position, up 39 places from last year.  

Top Track 250, the sister publication of Top Track 100, ranks Britain’s leading  

mid-market private companies, and the company’s improved ranking from its  

previous 51st position was based on its healthy 2012 performance. 

John Stack, Chief Executive Officer, J. Murphy & Sons Limited, stated: “We are 

delighted to receive this prestigious business accolade which reflects a commitment 

by all our employees to the company’s continued success. The past year has seen  

rapid growth and development across the group, not least an increase in turnover from 

£500 million to £650 million, and the introduction of Land & Marine into the Murphy portfolio of businesses earlier this 

year. Through collaboration with our clients and partners we continue to deliver innovative, safe and sustainable solutions to the 

most complex engineering challenges.” 

 

 

ISTT Affiliated Society News 
Polish Foundation for Trenchless Technology  

The Polish Foundation for Trenchless Technology (PFTT), with the support of ISTT, is organising the 

VI Conference and Exhibition NO-DIG Poland 2014 at Kielce-Cedzyna. The event will be held between 

8 and 10 April 2014. 

The conference attracted wide attention in the previous years and it has become well recognisable on 

the trenchless technology market. So far PFTT has had an honour to guest individuals and companies 

from different parts of the world, including Asia and North/South America.  

For further information please visit the official web site of the conference www.nodigpoland.tu.kielce.pl.  If you have any  

further questions regarding NO-DIG Poland 2014 please contact the conference office at email: nodigp@tu.kielce.pl. 
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NO DIG TURKEY 2013 - A GREAT SUCCESS 

T he  Turkish Society for  

I n f r a s t r u c t u r e  a n d  

Trenchless Technology (TSITT) 

held the No Dig Turkey 2013 

Conference and Exhibition in 

Istanbul, Turkey on 1 October, 

2013 with the valuable support 

of IGDAS and ISTT. Many local 

and international participants 

attended this unique trenchless 

event for Turkey. 

No Dig Turkey 2013 started 

with a welcome speech from 

Yasin Torun, Chairman of 

TSITT. Afterwards, Professor 

Jens Hölterhoff, Chairman of 

GSTT (the German Society for 

Trenchless Technology) and 

Zuver Cetinkaya, Secretary General of UMM (Union of Municipalities of  

Marmara) gave their opening addresses. 

Following the opening speeches, a session was held under the title of ‘Underground Infrastructure 

Asset Management’. Dr Veysel Turkel of IGDAS moderated the session and Dr Cevat Ozarpa,  

Mustafa Yalcinkaya, Hikmet Biyikoglu and Ugur Usta of IGDAS made presentations during the 

session. Following the session, Yasin Torun made a presentation with the title of ‘The Situation and 

Importance of Trenchless Technology in Turkey’.  

Then Onur Kaya of BORETEC made a presentation entitled ‘Applications of Horizontal  

Directional Drilling in Turkey’. Following this, Kate Giniyatullina of FORWARD HDD made a 

presentation with the title of ‘Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD): From experience to  

innovations’. 

In the afternoon session, Sener Polat of TSITT and Michel Didelez of MTC Europe made separate 

presentations entitled ‘Cured-In-Place Pipe (CIPP) Applications’. Then, Fatih Yildiz of ISKI 

(Istanbul Water and Sewerage Administration) made a presentation on a ‘Pilot Project for  

Degrading Losses in Water Management’. 

Thereafter, Jörg Martin of BARTHAUER Software GmbH made a presentation on ‘Successful 

design of sewer rehabilitation – A professional, fast, useful and lucrative way from data survey to 

economic rehabilitation’.  

This was followed by a presentation by Wolf Schrader of HOBAS GmbH entitled ‘GRP Pipes and 

Trenchless Technology Applications’. Abdullah Sarikaya of ENERMAK then presented a paper on 

‘Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 

Applications in Turkey’. 

TSITT also proudly announces 

that No Dig Turkey events will take 

place each year in Turkey. The No 

Dig Turkey 2014 Conference and 

Exhibition will take place between 

28 and 31 August 2014 at the  

Istanbul Expo Center.  

This will be followed in 2015 by 

International No Dig 2015 Istanbul 

Conference and Exhibition will 

take place between 28 and 30  

September 2015 in the WOW  

Istanbul Convention Center with 

the valuable support of ISTT.  

For further information on how to 

participate in on forthcoming 

events in Turkey please visit the 

Website: www.nodigturkey.com 

EVENTS AND MEETINGS 
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In the conference hall at No Dig Turkey 2013. 
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2013 
December 3-4 

SBWWI Intelligent Networks Leakage and Monitoring 

Workshop and Conference 2013 - Kenilworth, UK. 

Details from: www.sbwwi.co.uk 

 
2014 

March 1-3 

China International Trenchless Technology &Tunnel and 

Underground Space Equipment Exhibition (TTUS 2014) - 

Guangzhou, China. 

Details from: www.china-mete.com/sd 
 

March 16-19 

Drainage and Sewerage Middle East 2014 - Venue to be 

announced. 

Details from: www.drainageandsewerageme.com 
 

April 8-10 

VI International Conference ‘Trenchless Technologies’ 

NO-DIG POLAND 2014 - Kielce-Cedzyna, Poland. 

Details from: www.nodigpoland.tu.kielce.pl or for the show 

brochure click here 
 

2-4 June 

Trenchless Asia 2014 - Singapore 

Details from: www.trenchlessasia.com 
 

3-6 June 

International Trade Fair and Conference for Trenchless 

Technologies NO-DIG Moscow - Moscow, Russia  

Details from: www.nodig-moscow.ru 
 

3-6 June 

CityPipe 2014 - International Trade Fair ‘Piping Systems 

for Municipal Infrastructure: Construction, Diagnostics, 

Repair and Operation - Moscow, Russia  

Details from: www.citypipe.ru 
 

July 29-30 

NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA Conference and Exhibition - 

Pretoria, South Africa. 

Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

September 16-18 NOTE NEW VENUE 

No-Dig Live 2014 - Peterborough, UK  

Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk 
 

October 13-15 

International No-Dig 2014 - Madrid, Spain 

Details from: www.nodigmadrid.com 
 

 

If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would 

like to add it to this listing please forward details to: 

ian@nodigmedia.co.uk  
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